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Installing Desk Legs

1 Assemble box legs Flip table top upside down 
and remove bottom gromets

2

Attached box legs. Move box legs 2”   
in to leave room for desk clamp.

3 4 Flip right side-up and attach desk screen

Screens should be assembled before attaching to desk.1

Installing Desk Screens

Table Top

Gromets

Bottom of table

Bottom of table 
with legs attached

Table right side up

Double Desk Clamp Desk Screen Assemble

Connect to desk and secure with screws.

Single Desk Clamp Desk Screen

For double-sided screens, attach screen to one desk,  
then attach the desk to the other side of the screen.
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Assembling multiple desk and screens

Assemble desk screens first. When attaching multiple screens and 
desks assemble clockwise or counter clockwise as shown below.

Start

Finish
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Assemble desk screens first then attach first 
desk screen to one of the desk.

Attach second desk to opposite side of the 
screen that already has the desk.

Attach the small desk screen 
to one side of the first desk. 

Attach another desk to the opposite side of the small desk screen.

Connect another large desk screen to the adjoining desk, 
followed by a small desk screen adjacent to it.

Connect the final desk to both the 
large and small desk screen that was 
just added.



Assembling multiple screens on one desk

Assemble box leg

Attached box legs. Flip table top upside down and 
remove bottom gromets

Parts

Bottom of table
Gromets

Bottom of table 
with legs attached

Attach screen clamps to the surface of the desk in 
the middle to make the desk divider.

Insert desk screen into clamps and secure.

Attach the three desk clamps to the larger screen. Secure to edge of the desk with clamps.

This is how the finished product should look.

View 1 View 2
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Box Leg Small Desk Sceen Large Desk Screen Table Top Desk Clamp
(clamps to edge 
of desk)

Desk Clamp 
(attaches to 
top of desk)
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Footprint layouts

Footprints show assembling of Nova Desks

Screens for Top of Cubicle Panels

Assemble cubicle Desk Screen Desk Clamp

Parts

Attach desk clamps to the top of the 
panels where the screen will go.

Insert the screen into the clamps 
and secure with screws

This is how the finished product should look.

View 1 View 2
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